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Abstract In fact, the rock rheology is a rheologic and fractured process that the rock crack initiates, creep and 

evolves, perforates and the rock mass fails at last. This process is very complicated which is related to time, 

stress level and other influencing factor. The rheologic fracture effects of rock is an important cause for the rock 

mass instability.  With the economy development, more and more engineering include slope, underground 

powerhouse, nuclear waste repository, hydropower station and so on should been considered the rock rheologic 

fracture effects. In this paper, the research of status and analysis for rock rheology, rock crack propagation and 

rheological fracture property, failure criterion and failure model were discussed. The further research directions 

of rock’s rheologic fracture were pointed out. The research results show the study of rock rheologic fracture will 

be a hotspot for rock mechanics and will made greater progress with the development of the theories, 

experiment means and calculation methods for rock rheologic fracture, even though it is very difficult to study. 
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Introduction 

The rock rheology is an important reason for the failure and large deformation of rock underground engineering, 

building foundation and rock slope. Because of the rock rheology, the wallrock maximum deformation of 

Tanem road tunnel in Austria achieves 120 cm and the maximum rate of deformation achieves 20 cm/day. Many 

cracks and collapse happen on the left dam abutment and upriver slope of Longtan hydropower station in China 

for the rock creep. The creep deformation appears on the northern slope of Fushun mine every year in the flood 

season and it causes the immense influence on the mine’s safety production and building regular service. 

Sun [1] has pointed out the rheological behaviors of rock and soil are not only related to the compression 

strength and shear strength of the geomaterials, but also related to the stress value of the geomaterials. On the 

condition of high ground stress, Even the moderate intensity rock or hard rock with joint, when the rockmass 

stress value reach or exceeds the lower limit of rheology, the rheologic effects will happen. With the 

development of the economy, the embedded depth of rock engineering is doper and deeper, the high ground 

stress and the high permeation pressure leads to more remarkable rheological behavior, so the rock rheologic 

effects should been fully considered in the design and construction process for these rock engineering. The rock 

rheologic destructive process is the crack initiates, extends, perforates and the rock mass is destroyed at last. So, 

the rock rheology process is essential a rheologic and fractured process and it is a complicated process that the 

rock crack initiates, creep and evolves, perforates and the rockmass fails which is related to time. The rheology 

and fracture problem universally exists in rock engineering [2]. 

The rheologic fracture theory is the basis for rock rheologic fracture study. Because the theories, experiment 

means and calculation methods for rheologic fracture are very imperfect, the research findings are very lacking. 

The study of rock rheologic fracture characteristic is very difficult for the following reasons. 
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(1)The rock microcosmic characteristic is very difficult to measure and quantize. Based on the microcosmic 

failure mechanism, the rock macroscopic rheological behaviors are derived from the evolution law of rock 

microcosmic structure is an important way. But, limited to the research means and test equipment, the rheologic 

characteristic of microcosmic crack is very difficult to measure and quantize in the rheologic fracture process. 

(2)The quantitative relationship between the rock microcosmic characteristic and the macroscopic measurable 

indexes is very difficult to build. The rock rheologic fracture is a memonic and nonreversible thermodynamics 

process [3]. The nonlinearity of rheologic behavior, the nonlinearity between the generalized force and 

generalized flow and the nonreversibility of thermo-mechanical coupling are the substantive characteristics for 

the rheology. It is very difficult to build the relationship between the rock microcosmic characteristic and the 

macroscopic measurable indexes by mathematical methods. 

 

2. Status and analysis of rock rheology research 

In 1979, professor Lnager expounded the fundamental conception, research methods, characteristic and the 

rheologic problems of rock engineering on the fourth international conference of rock mechanics. Since then, 

the rock rheology has made significant progress in rheologic characteristic, test facility, test method, constitutive 

model, and parameter identification of rheological model [1,4]. The experimental investigation focus of 

rheologic characteristic has been transferred to hard rock [5] from soft rock [6]. The test facility research has 

been transferred to import equipment [7] from autonomous developments [8]. The test means have been 

transferred to creep test under unloading confining pressure [9] or different stress path [10] from the uniaxial 

[11] or triaxial compression test [12], and have been transferred to the shear rheology from the 

compressionrheology [13]. The test methods have been transferred to CT scanning [14] and scanning electron 

microscopy [15] from the macroscopical mechanics experiment. 

The rheologic constitutive models are studied from experiential models to rheologic element models, from linear 

element models to nonlinear element models [16]. The rheologic models parametric inversion is studied from 

indoor test [17] and field experiment to back analysis [18]. The back analysis has been developed into inverse 

method, direct method, perturbation method, and neural network method from analysis method [19]. Although 

the rock rheology has made significant progress, there are many problems and they are embodied in the 

followings: 

(1) The rheologic experimental investigation are focused on the uniaxial compression test. The triaxial 

compression test is few and the study emphasis is the relationship between axial deformation and time for soft 

rock which rarely consider the relationship between lateral deformation, volumetric deformation and time. 

(2) The rheologic characteristic of rock is mainly studied from its macroscopical mechanical property, 

rarely from its microcosmic property. The microcosmic and rheologic property of rock is focused on the 

microcosmic analysis under uniaxial creep deformation and the analysis  

is only qualitatively described. 

(3) The study of rock rheologic models stay on seeking the empirical model or theoretical mode through 

rheologic test results and these models can’t consider the acceleration stage. Even though some nonlinearity 

rheologic models can consider the acceleration stage, they are very difficult to practical application because of 

their complexity. 

(4) In fact, the rock rheology is a rheologic fracture process and the research findings are very few by 

applying rheologic fracture theory to solve the rock rheologic problems. 

 

3. Status and analysis of rock crack propagation 

For fractured rock mass, because of the geologic environment action and construction perturbation, the crack 

propagation and transfixion of rock adjacent cracks are the main failure model. In fracture mechanics theory, the 

crack initiation and propagation is judged by the stress intensity factor of crack forehead’s stress and strain 

fields. Horii H. et al [20] calculated the interaction of multiple cracks adopted the pseudo tension method in 

infinite plate, but this method can’t analyzed the close cracks. Based on the principle of superimposed stresses, 

Kachanov [21] put forward a simple method which could calculate the interaction multiple cracks and could 

estimate the equivalent elastic parameters and analyze the stress and strain fields of cracking body. LI et al [22] 
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and H. Qing et al [23] improved the Kachanov method and Basista et al [24] applied this method to the 

interaction of multiple compressive-shear crack of brittle body. The Kachanov method and its revised methods 

are only valid when the load act in the distance [25]. ZHOU et al [26] revealed the transfixion mechanism 

ofjointed rockusing the Dugdale-Barenblatt model. ZHOU et al [27] built two fracture criterions and got the 

initial angle of crack with the minimum J2 rule under compression shear state. C.A. Tang and R.H.C. Wong 

[28-29] had systematically analyzed and simulated the transfixion and failure of rock cracks. 

For the past few years, many scholars at home and abroad have studied the water-rock mechanical action with 

fracture mechanics and have made some progress. HUANG et al [30] researched the crack propagation 

mechanism under water pressure by the principle of effective stress. TANG et al [31-32] got the critical stress 

intensity factor and expanded angle under watered and waterless state for mixed mode crack. Vandamme et al 

[33] put forward the couple solution of hydrofracturing. Douranary et al [34] investigated the fluid-structure 

interaction of hydrofracturing in the process of crack initiation, expantion and closing. ZHUANG [35] studied 

the laws of crack initiation and expantion in coupling of seepage process from micromechanics using PFC 

software. SUN et al [36] analyzed the crack propagation rules with the element-free method, considered the 

coupling effect of seepage field and stress field. LI et al [37] built the damage and fracture model and evolution 

equation of stress intensity factor for rock containing pre-existing crack under seepage field and compression 

shear field and regarded the stress intensity factor of crack foreside as the initiation criterion. ZHAO et al 

[38]compiled analysis coupling program of seepage and fracture for fractured rock mass through the FISH 

computer language based on the FIAC3D, built the coupling mechanism of seepage and fracture and applied the 

theory of seepage and fracture to the high-head tunnel. 

The rock crack propagation and transfixion is close related to the rock’s microstructure, so many researchers 

make attempt to reveal the mechanism of rock crack propagation from the rock’s microstructure. GE [14] 

introduced the principle and method of CT scanning and pointed out the CT scanning technique was a new 

means for rock and soil mechanics which contacted the macrographic mechanical property with the evolvement 

of microstructure. ZHU et al [39] obtained the density distribution and its statistical characteristic of rock inside 

by dint of CT scanning under uniaxial compression process, they distinguished the microfissuring action 

through the density change of the same point and described the evolved behavior of microfissuring  

Through the fractal index, XIE et al [40] studied the fractured characteristic (Ⅱ model) and microcosmic 

mechanism of brittle rock under high temperature adopted the scanning electron microscope. ZHU et al [41] 

carried out the triaxial compression tests of griotte in complete stress strain path under high water pressure, high 

confining pressure and low confining pressure and analyzed the microcosmic characteristic by the scanning 

electron microscope. ZHANG [15] found out the long-term strength of diabase was dependent on the 

cementation of mineral by the scanning electron microscope. LI et al [42] studied the damage property of rock 

pore structure under the freezing and thawing cycle with the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and revealed 

the pore propagation mechanism according to the extent of porosity and T2 spectrum.  

Although research findings of rock crack propagation have been acquired, these findings can’t consider the 

rheologic effects. The real-time observation of the failure models, peak strength prediction and failure process of 

multiple cracks rock just stay in starting stage. The rock crack propagation research has entered into the meso-

level by the CT scanning, the scanning electron microscope and the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), but the 

quantitative relationships between the macrographic mechanics parameters and the microcosmic mechanics 

effects of crack haven’t been built. 

 

4. Status and analysis of rheological fracture property, failure criterion and failure model 

4.1 Status and analysis of rheological fracture property, failure criterion 

Kranz [43] found out the crack of Barre granite started to creep at the 87 percent of rupture strength, the quantity 

and length of cracks were increased with time and the crack’s interaction were more violent with tome. In the 

acceleration creep stage, the connection and merger of cracks was more important than the single crack 

propagation. Korzenrowsik [44] studied the whole process from the cranny creep, evolvement, rupture, partial 

failure to holistic failure because of the environmental condition worsening. After comparative studies from 

macroscopy and microscopic view using experiment means, DENG et al [45] gained the relationship between 
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the strength weakening of fractured rock mass and cracks propagation. Regarded sandstone as an example, 

CHEN [46] carried out the three point bending tests in order to study the rock crack initiation and propagation, 

and brought out the creep rupture criterion and crack propagation mechanism. From the principle of least energy 

dissipation, YANG et al [47] deduced the crack creep criterion and applied the criterion of strain energy density 

in the linear elasticity fracture theory to the viscoelasticity state. XU et al [48] deduced the expressions of the 

bulk relaxation module for fractured rock mass and pointed out the interaction of cracks would lead to the 

increase of relaxation modulus and the stress intensity factor of crack would increase with the crack’s radius. 

YUAN et al [49] gained the laws of viscoelastic plasticity for ore-rock after creep test, imported the stress 

intensity factor of rheologic fracture and built the uniform rheologic fracture criterion of rock. ZHAO et al [50] 

carried out the rheologic fracture test and fracture toughness test of rock crack under compression shear state, 

and built the three transfixion models of rheologic fracture which included the model between the winged 

cracks, the model between the winged crack and the protogenous crack and the model among the winged crack, 

the protogenous crack and the sheared crack.  

Under the high stress in deep underground engineering, hard rock present the rheological behavior and it has 

been confirmed in deep mining in South African [51]. In the past few years, some scholars started to study the 

properties of rock rheologic fracture under high stress [52-59]. ZUO et al [55] built the yield criterion of deep 

rock under the coupling of temperature and pressure according to the principle of least energy dissipation. They 

thought the rock would failed when the plastic dissipative energy and dissipative energy of temperature gradient 

reached the threshold value. WANG et al [56] got the creep equation of deep soft rock under high geostress and 

built the quantitative relationship among the creep, time and stress. They thought the difference value of 

geostress was the major factor for creep. The overseas study of deep rock’s rheologic fracture are focused on the 

stability of storage shed for nuclear waste. Kwon S. et al [57] pointed out the rock strength near storage shed for 

nuclear waste would markedly decreased under the longtime groundwater corrosiveness and tiny rending effect. 

Munson D. E [58] put forward the multifactorial deformation model of rheology for storage shed’s rock mass 

considering the coupling of cutting forces and heat. Their model’s predicted results were verified by the long-

term observed results. Based on the international cooperative project named DECOVALEX, Jing L.et al [59] 

studied the rheologic properties and the long-term stability of storage shed for nuclear waste under the coupling 

of heat-water –force.  

 

4.2 Status and analysis of rheological fracture model 

From the single crack rheological-damage microcosmic mechanism to considering the rheologic effects, 

considering the transmission force effects of crack leading end, the crack surface transmission force effects and 

three-dimensional effects, YAN et al [60] gained the semi-analytical formulas of the three-dimensional crack 

propagation under rheological-damage action and applied the model to the excavation analysis of rock slope. 

Chan K S et al [61] proposed a creep-damage-fracture coupling model of salt rock. YANG [62] derived the 

nonlinearity rheological equation from the crack rheologic fracture process of the underground powerhouse rock 

mass and compared with the observed displacement. Costin. L. S [63] studied the brittle rock’s ageing 

deformation and failure characteristics and pointed out the creep had a stress threshold with the fracture 

mechanics and damage mechanics. XIAO et al [64] derived the crack rheologic fracture formulas of Sanxia 

granite under compression state from the scanning electron microscope test and double-torsion specimens test 

and built the damage-rheology-fracture propagation model of fractured rock mass. Based on the equivalent 

strain in damage mechanics, CHEN et al [65] built the elastic-plasticity creep model of fracture-damage 

coupling with viscoelastic theory and finite element method. They revealed the mechanism of crack creep, 

evolution and failure. 

 

5. Further research directions of rock’s rheologic fracture  

Although the rock’s rheologic fracture studied make great strides in recent decades, many problems in theory, 

test and practical engineering are worth to further research. These further directions of rock’s rheologic fracture 

are shown in the following. 
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(1) The rheology-damage theory and the rheology-fracture theory can been applied to the rock failure 

characteristic in what situations and what degree is a worthy pronlem. 

(2) The rock mass is in complicated stress state. Based on the existing research findings, the further study 

of rheologic fracture properties under the compression-shear state or tension-shear state is very significant. 

(3) The relationship between the rheologic fracture toughness and the specimen size and shape also is a 

research direction. 

(4) The interaction of multiple cracks is a governing factor to the stability of rock engineering. It is worth 

to study the multiple cracks propagation and connection on the condition of rock creep. 

(5) The rock fracture and damage is indivisible for jointed rock and they interact in the creep process. The 

combinations of the rheology, fracture and damage theories are propitious to reveal the failure laws of jointed 

rock mass. 

(6) The deep rock engineering is more and more and the fluid-solid coupling, rheologic fracture and abrupt 

failure are their characteristic. The microcosmic mechanism and failure criterion of deep fractured rock mass 

also are important research frontiers. 
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